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PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT IN THE DATA QUALITY OBJECTIVES
PROCESS: A BAYESIAN APPROACH TO SCREENING ASSESSMENT

Paul K. Black
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Randall T. Ryti

Neptune and Company, Inc., Los Alamos, New Mexico

Donald D. Hickmott

Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico

ABSTRACT funclion, and tile cost of sampling function. The

The Data Quality Objectives (DQO) process likelihood function is established similarly in both

provides a logical planning structure for specifying this approach and in the Classical counterpart. Once
the optimal sample allocation for defensible decision the elicitation process is complete, and costs
making, depending on acceptable levels of decision associated with sampling have been established, this
uncertainty and anticipated sampling and approach provides the neededinformati(m, through
measurement errors. These planning inputs must be _pplication of Bayesian statistical decision theory,
established prior to designing the data collection for determining the need for sampling and the
activity. Applicati(_n of the DQO process Ila_ optimal number of sample_, lhe (_ptimal sample
traditionally been performed under the framework .,,ize is generated by balancing the expected I(_s._e._,
of Classical statistical theory; elicited decision errors due to incorrect decisions, at each possible sample
have been interpreted as Classical Type I and Type 11 size against the cost of taking that many samples.
errors; mean and variance constraints have been Ihe ()ptirnal sample size is achieved when the value

inci_rporated ba,sed (-_ historical information; and, (_f informati(wl gained from taking (_ne m(_re sample
Classical statistical te.<_tingrrlethi_d.s have beerl used i_ outweighed by the co,_t of taking that ,san;pie. The
t(_ determine (_ptimal ,',ample size.',, t-towever, Bayesian appr(_ach is appliect t() a site example t(_
decisit_n erlt_rs are t_suallv stated, for dichottm_ou_ determirle the presence of trinitr(_tt_luene (INI) in
hyp(_thes(-'s, in terms of the pr(}bability of making a soil at c(_ncentrations greater than a prescribed
false positive (_r fal,se negative decision; the,_e regulatory action level. A feature (_f tllis prc)blem
probabilities, at best, relate loosely to pn_babilities of that makes the approach us_,t n-,_re ap[>ealing than a
Classicallype 1and lype I1 err(_r,_. Statements of Classical >tatistical analv_i_ is that (_ne ()f the
Classical errc)r type,', are couched in the language of hypotheses under considerati()n c(_rrespoi'lds t(_ a
the probability (_f rejection (_t hyp(_theses as opposed boundary c(wldition on the parameter space.
to the probability thata hvp(_thesi,_ i,_correct. Also,
historical (_r archival data are often insufficient to t-I,I_Mt::.NTS OF THE BAYESIAN API_ROACH

adequately support prillr judgments (_f means and Ba\,e_i,tn statistical meth(_d._ fiir .,,ample ((_r
variances. In il-iariv circuri-i._tai-lce$, I-i(iwever, expert e×perirnental) de,sign recluirt_ numeric iilput_ tlir
knowledge and (_pini(in i_ not only available, but i._ three functi(wl.s: The pri()r probability distributit>n,
sub.<,tantial. Finally, a paradigm that provide. <, which de.<,cribes the current state of km)wledge (if
soluti(_ns f()r _)tb.er than dichoti}mous decision the problem <it hand; the I_}ss ((ir utility) function,

pr<_blems (_ffer.<,greater diversity for s(_l\,ing real which de_,cribes the c()st.<, (_f the c()n,i,t._qLlt?llCO,_ ()f
wiirld pr(_blems, making incc)rrect decisi(_n.<,fi_r that pr_+lem; and, a

cost furlctitlrl expressed as a fui-lcti(lll of sample size.

lhe example presented in this paper provides an Ihe inclusi(}n of a cost (or value) function does nt_t
example (_f l-i_w expert (}pinion can be characterized mean that this scheme fi_r sample all(wati(_n is
,_o that it is available thr(_ugh the DQO process, budget limited. It is included t(> enstire that the
l,lxpert iudgrnerlt i_ rnt_deled formally, through a (iptiinal .<,ampleallocation is generated ina manner
Baye,_ian statistical [YIt)tic'], t{) provide a rational, that recognize,<>that the utility _f taking ever nx_re
defen,sible basis fi_r decision making. Formal samples diminishes. A cl-I(_iceof functi(_nal form to
statistical nx_dels of expert judgment are developed represent the data (i.e., the likelill(}_)d furicti_w_) is
through an elicitati(u-i se,_si(wl, in which the decision al,_(_required. Once the ,specific_ _f these functi(wl,_
makers and tecl-mical experts provide information at are e>tabli,<,hed,de,qgn (}ptimization is performed by
a cognitively appri_priate level. The required design determining the samplt, all¢_cation that mirlirnize,;
inputs fulfill the 1-1eed_(if the prii)r distribution for the expected los.<,while acc(_unting f(_i the c(I.<,t_f
the parameter of intere._t, the associated 1o>_ >arnplJng. lheexpected I(}_.',n_ustctecrc',_lseas n'l(_ie
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information is collected, however, the information is The example presented in the remainder of this
collected at a cost, which is an increasing function of paper demonstrates the use of Bayesian statistical

sample size. If the expected loss and cost of methods for handling a screening assessn-tent
sampling functions are _trictly decreasing and decision problem within the Los Alamos National
increasing functions, respectively, then the Laboratory(LANL) Environmental Restoration(ER)
optimization procedure finds the optimal sample program. The screening assessment deciMon is the
allocation at the point at which the value of first step in the decision making process that may
information gained from taking one more sample is require collection of new data to characterize a
exceeded by the cost of taking that sample. Note LANL potential release site (PRS). Characterization
that the optimal sample size can be zero if the cost corresponds to assessing the degree to which a PRS
exceeds the benefit of taking one sample, may be c(mtaminated. The Bayesian components are

presented in order of prior distribution, I(_ss
The approach taken in this paper to solving a function, and cost of,:ampling function.

decision problem is based in Bayesian statistical
decision the(try (DeGroot, 1970, or Berger, 1985). SCREENING ASSESSMENT DECISIONS
3-'he foundation of probability theory is built on a +Ihe specific forms of the functi()ns required for a
framew_}rkofa rational basis for taking acticms that Bayesian analysis depend on the decision to be
is governed by an axiomatic system that defines made. Screening assessment decisions at LANL
rational cognitive processing of uncertainhes and PRSs depend on a comparison of constituent

preferences. The axiomatic system and its basis are cc_ncenttatic_ns c}bserved at a PRS with the
presented, for example, in Savage, 1954. The loss c(_nstituents' screening action levels (EPA, 1990).
functic_n ccm+_poner_t(if a Bayesian design defines Within the I.ANL ER pri_grarn, tilt, ._creenir_g
numerical representations of preferences am(rag the assessment decisi_ms are made on a c(mstituent by
possible decision action alternatives, while the constituent basis. The competing statistical
probability component describes the state of hypotheses are tested by comparinga constituent's
knowledge of the underlying stochastic process, obs_i_\,ed concentration data with its screening
The Bayesian approach to probabilityanct statistics acti(_n level (SAL). If all observations have
has several advantages ¢_ver it.,, Classical c¢}ncentr,_tit_n values that are less than the
counterpart, _ther than its basis in rati_mal cognitive c_mstituent's 5AI., then the site may be proposed for
processing. For exarnr-_le, in the area of hypothesis "n_ further actic_n" (NFA); otherwise, some form ¢}f
testing, t-_¢_thec_retical problems are encountered in a further actic)n is proposed (this may take the fc_rm of
Bayesian analysis of problems that divide the perf(_rminga preliminary risk assessment using the
parameter or decisi()n spaces into m(_re than two available c_m('entratic)n data, c(_llecting me)re site
c(m_p¢mc'nts; ((_l_clusions are stated in terms of the specific c¢+nct,r_tratic+n data t(_ perf(_rn_ a more
probability that the hypotl-teses themselves are appropri,_te risk assessment, or initiating a
c(_rrect, rather than in terms (_f rnathematical rem(,diatic_n pr¢_cess). Note that the regulatory
constructs such as the probability (_f rejecti(m of a at:th_ritiu!, m,_k(, the final decisi(_n f(_r each I'RS.

ntlll hypc+thesis, wl'fich, at best, (rely I¢_c_selyrelate t¢_ lht, retie <>f tht, I.ANI+ liR pr(+gran+ i+ t_+l+rop(+se
the pr_fl_abiliti(,s of interest. A ntlmber (_f examph,,_ d(,(isit_n ,_clicu_.
c_t the p_tential pitfalls of using the Classical
statistical apprt}ach are presented in Berger, 1985. lhe _tructure ¢_f the screening assessment

decisi(+n fear a ,_ingle constituent implies that the
'lhe (_ttlv disadvantage re) using the Bayesian d(,cisi(m f<+ra l'RS may be affected by the realizaticm

appr(_ach appears t(_be the practical difficulty (if, <,_ of a >it-tglt, (_bs(,r\,atit_n with a rec(_rded
rt,luctanc,' to, adequately specify the comp(+nent ct_ncentrati(+n value greater than the constituent's
parts ofa Ba\,esiananalysis. tqc)wever, thethc+ught SAI+. lhis screening assessment decision has been
processes required to produce the necessary inputs interpreted as (}he fi_r which further action must be
t(_ a Bayesian analysis f(_r a given problem is prc_p(_se_t if at_v part (_f the I'RS exhibits

precisely ti_e kind ()f intr(_specti()n that needs t() be ct_nc_,ntr,_ti¢_n values that are greater than
lwrt+c_rmed t(_ sufficiently understand that problem. ('c_n_tituent SAt+s,. lhe c(_mpeting hyp(_theses can be
-l-h_, majc+r obstacle to using Bayesian rnethc+ds phra>ed in term,,, ¢+fthe existence of c(+ntaminaticm,

sh(+uld be turned t(_ significant advantage during the _+n a constituent by constituent basis, at
design stage, and shc+uld bectm_eamajorreason for ct}ncentrati¢+n levels that are greater than the

using Bavesiar_ n_eth(_cts. Bayesian meth(wls d()n(_t c(mstituc,ntSAl>. Ft_rasingh, ctmstituentatagiven
allctw prcfl-}lem s_tl\,ers ¢>r decisit)n makers t¢_ Cut I'RS, thu_,u statements may be represc,r_tt,cl by the
short the c(Lgnitive th()ught processin!, required t(_ fi_ll_win_.,, hyp_tt-_eses:
provide full suppc_rt t(_decisicm making.
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H1. Contamination occurs only at levels less proposing NFA. Correct decisions are made if NFA
than the SAL. is proposed and (3 = 0, or if further action is

proposed and O > 0. Incorrect decisions are made

t-12: Contamination (sometimes) occurs at levels otherwise. Table 1 provides a summary of the

greater than the SAL. hypotheses and the decision actions.

The screening action level splits the sample space Table 1:

into binary components. Accordingly, each Screenin_ Assessment Decisions
observation is characterized by a zero value or a unit Decision Action

value. The above hypotheses can be restated in Alternatives
terms of the probability of observing contamination Hypotheses Propose Propose
at concerltration levels greater than, and less than, NFA Further Action
the SAL. O=0 v" x

,,,

H!" lT_e probability of observing contamination O > 0 x ¢"
greater than the SAL is zero. '......

Because examination of the whole "population of
Hr. The probability of observing contaminati(m-" concentrations" is not feasible, the screening

greater than the SAI. is greater than zero. assessment decision depends on the chances _f

The appropriate underlying model for the data findir_g contan_ination abcwe, the constituent SAI.s.
for the screening action decision fc_r a single A sample needs tc_ be taken that is ,_omeh_w
constituent at a PRS is binomial, for which the representative of tlw populati()n for which decisi()n

proportion parameter ref_resents the probability ()f making is required. This sample provides the
observing, for a single observation, contamination neces, aQ, input to determir_e, for a single constituent' at a given I'RS, if it is reasonable to state (i.e., bey_,ld
greater than the SAI.. "l'l-mt is, the likelihood function re,lscmabh, ch_ubt) that contamination does nc_texist
is binomial (or Bernoulli for a singh, observation). If

atlevels greater than SAI.s.
the propc_rtion paran_eter _f interest is represented

by O, then the pr(_bability that a single td_sc,rvittion, "Bewmd reasonable dc_ubt" should consider b_th
given a value for the pararneter, 0, will have a
concentration value of less than the SAI. is l - 0: and, the probability that contamination d{ws not exist

" above SAI.s (i.e., the probability that O : ()), and the
the probability that a concentration value of greater
than the SAI. is rec(_rded for a single obserx, atilnl is "c¢_st"of making the wrong decision. It may be m_le

in_portant t_) the, screening assessment deci,_i_n
(). Nc_te that the same distributi(mal assumpticms are
made for each observation. This condition is termed making pnx:es.s t_ obtain a greater pn_babilitv thatcontamination does not exist for a I'RS that may
exchangeability; i.e., the observations ar_' s_(m be relea.sed t¢_the public, than it is l-()r a I'R5
exchangeabh' in that nc_thir_g more is known, pii_r that will remain under (;_wernmer_t c'ontr(_l tt_r the
to s<ln_plir_g, ablaut _ne {_bservation than ,tnt_th_'r
lhe c¢lmpetir_g hypt_the_,es can be caste in stati>tical f_lresee,lble futurt!. /\ higher probability n_,lv be
terms as f¢fll¢_ws, where (3 represents the pr_pCn'tiCm required t(_r _nc' thar_ the {_ther to .supfn_rt thescreening asses.,::,wnt deci.si_m t¢_be made'. l'lw Ios,_
pararneter of a bin_mial distribution: functi_m is emph_yed t_ facilitate this requirelnent.

It describes the c{n_sequences of making an incorrect
t-tl. (-) (} clecisi_n. In this ex<lmple, the c{_ns{'quenct,s _t

making an inc_rrect decision to pr_p_se NI:A t_r ,t
tt_. O>0 l'RSthatisso_mt_be , ,_s,J- n le,-.e__ to the public may be

far greater than the c_nseq ,_ -,suc-_cc. _f n_aking ,in
This statistical (asting of the I_>,p¢_tllt,se._ inc_rrectdecisi_nt_l_r_p_sefurtheractionf_ral,l_ S

c_rresponds precisely tt_ the more textt_al that will remain under Goverr_n-_ent contn_l, lhe

represer_tati¢_ns pr(_vided above. ]he nt_ll relative magnitude of these c¢msequer_ces rnav l>e
l_yp¢_thesis, H 1, c_rresp¢_nds t¢_ a bollr_darv .substar_tiallydifferer_t. Thi,_differerwesh{_uld, ar_d
c¢_r_ditionon the pararneter space. This is a situ,lti_,_ does in a Bayesian analysi:,,, affect the pr_babilitv
to which Classical statistical method',, cann¢_t be

required for deci.,,i_n n-_aking that contan_inati_n
applied readily, h<_wever, it creates no thu_retical d_es not exist at levels greater than SAI.s. .,\
probh'ms for the 13,1vesian approach. Bayesian an,tlysi, f_rmallv models the pn_b,lbilit\'

distiibuti_n and the I_ss fur_cti_n, and l,r_x'id_'>
The screening asse._sment decisi_m ,ictitm> can be answers in terms {_f the probability that tl_e

summarized ,is pr_p_sing t(_ take. further acti(_iL (_i hypothe.-,es _t interest (_btain (,is _pp_se_t t_



confidences or significances which, at best, relate further assumption is that the loss from making an

indirectly to the probabilities of interest, and, at incorrect decision to propose NFA is a constant, i.e.,
worst, can be totally misleading), it is not a function of the parameter value. This

assumption is a simplification that is used in this

An optimal sample size is one that, in demonstration of_.he applicability of the Bayesian
expectation, minimally provides sufficient methods. It may be more realistic to establish that
information such that the value of taking more loss as a function of the parameter value. In general,

samples is not expected to exceed the costs of as the value of the parameter increases, the value of
additional sampling. The taking of additional the loss associated with incorrectly deciding to
samples beyond this optimal number would result propose NFA should also increase (since; the PRS is
in an unnecessary expenditure of resources. The estimated to contain a comparatively greater area of

optimal sample size may be zero if it is felt that contamination at concentration levels greater than
enough is already known about the site compared to the constituent's SAL), although, the loss function
the cost of taking one sample. This can happen in should be bounded. The same screening assessment

one of two ways for the screening assessment decision problem with relaxation of this latter
decision" contamination is stron,_ly anticipated at assumption is presented in Black, 1994.
concentration levels greater than SALs; or,
concentration at levels greater than SALs is strongly "Fable 2:

not anticipated, although in both instances the Loss Function for Screening Assessment Decisions
determination will depend on the loss function. The l)ecisicm Acticms
latter case (no contamination anticipated at levels of

concern) will, in general, require some sample l{ypotheses l'r¢_pc_se l'r<_pc_se
"proof" to satisfy the regulators, i.e., one or two NFA t'urther Acticm
samples. Such sarnpling is acceptable from a _ - ..... '
theoretical perspective in terms of model validation. (7) = 0 0 z_,

If anticipations fall between the two extremes of O > 0 _ 0
strong anticipation then some non-zero number of
samples will prm'e to be _ptimal.

l'he form of the h_ss function is presenttx] in lable,
Since the decision is stated in terms of 2. The remaining prt_blenl lc_r th¢' l¢_.ss functit_n

contamination existing at concentration levels concerns obtaining the ll(_Ce>Sdl'y input, lhat is,

greater than SAt,s, a decision to propose further determinatic)n of the values _t u and _, thr_ugh
_ss'' , . singleobser_,ationwitha elicitationofexpertopinicm, l:_rthisf_rmulationofaction is m.ce., ntatcd by a

concentration greater than SALs. l:(_r the alternative the ,screenin. g, asse.s,sment _tecisi(>,_, c,licitatic_n cH the
decision action, ah)ngenc)ughstringofobservations loss function can be focu.sed ¢_n (ule fact_r; the
all of which rec_rd concentration values lower than relative magnitudes, or ratic_, _f u and g,.

SALs must be c_btained, lhe question is, what

sample size ccmstltutes "l<_ng enough"? Il-_e optin_al Fc)r the screening assessmc.,nt de( i,-,i_n described
solution is one that balances the. length of the string above there art, a number _1 way> in which the

of observations required against the probability of losses can be assessed, all (_1 which result in a
obtaining an observation with a concentration quantification of the relativemagnituvte¢_fu and r.

greater than SAI,s. If the length of the string One approach to assessing _he relative magnitude is
corresponds to an incremental gain of information to co,_sider the overall c<}:_sequences ¢)f making eacl_
that does not warrant the taking of that many possib],_ incorrect decisi_n. A (:c)mm_n increasing

samples (i.e., the coasts c_utweigh the potential order fl)r the losses as,scwiated with the tw_ types ¢_f
expected gain c_f infc_rmatic)n), then a smaller incc)rrect decisions tc_r en\irc_nmental screening
number of samples will prc_ve optimal, assessment decisi¢_ns is r, > I_ > () (i.e., the I¢_ss

assc_ciated with (c_rre(;t cte(i_,i_n making). 'lhe

Development of the l,oss Function c_n.,,equences ¢_f inc¢_rrectlv deciding t¢_ pr¢_p¢_se
lable 1 pr_widt:s the basis for developinga h>.s NFA art.' usually considered t_ be greater tlaav_the

function fo," the screening assessment decisi¢_n consequences ¢_f inc¢_rrectlv deciding t¢_ pr¢_p¢_se

presented in the previ_us section. I)epending on the further acticm. As scale changes in the lc>s functic_n
value of the parameter (:), bc)th the cc)rrect and are not imp_rtant, the relative h_s.-,_f the greate._t
incorrect decisicms are identified. Table2 pre,sents Ices> fact¢)r, _',, can be establishecl, with¢_ut loess c_l
the form c_f the I¢>s functicm used for the s _ _'n ,,try.( _r_t_ generality, at unity. lh_' renl,lillinl_ I¢}ss, It, Call then

assessment decisi_)n. 1]_th types {_fcorrect decisi{_n._ be (!\'aluated i__ tern> c_f a c_nx'c,x mi×ture ()t the

have losses established t() be zer¢_. lhis is an established losses, l hatis, determine (, such that:

assumption <_t the Io.ss function m¢)del used. A u =(O_>:())+(l-(/.}_,-(l-(z) (1)



Table 3:

The difficulty is assessing oz. Although a unique Typical Consequences of Making Incorrect Screening
ct invariably exists, practice at introspection is Assessment Decisions
usually necessary for its adequate determination. Incorrect Decision Actions

Assuming that the total reward associated with a Propose.NFA Propose Further Action
correct decision is preferred to the one associated
with u which is preferred to the reward associated 1. Receptors use of site 1. Waste of resourcesi

' negatively impacted People, time,

with v, then there should be a "gamble" or a by continued risk. financial.
"lottery" in which the extreme rewards, [2. Cost to society from v Risk toindividu'alscorresponding to the loss associated with making a _'
correct decision and v, are obtained with #1above, i.e., performing the

prc_babilities cx and 1-o¢, respectively, and this increased cancer, unnecessary, action.
gamble has the same value as the reward associated mortality, etc.
with u. In lay terms, one might say, for example, 3. CrcKlibilityof 3. Credibility;

decision makers spending moneythat the reward ass{_ciated with u corresponds to one
third of the reward associated with making a correct and scientists. . incorrectly
decisi_n and two thirds of the reward associated 4. Cost toreperform 4. Credibility; the

with v, in which case cxwoulcl be equal to 1/3 and u the study. "Cry Wolf"

would be equal to 2/3. This method then relates u .... syndrome.
and _, through the ratic_ _ ' 1. lhis basic method
applies to assessing a loss functi(m value for a As noted above, in this example, it is {ully the
c_msequence th,_t is considered to be preferred to relative magnitude ofuandvthatisll_.{th:d,,_ ' andthe
_u_econsequenceandn{_t preferred t_ another. Ibis corresponding ratio can be determined simply by
particular example contains an arithmetic assessing the overall relative impacts _f the two
simplification because the two extreme loss function .types of incorrect decisions. Alternatively, using a
values are set at (land 1. list of consequences of making incorrect decisi{ms

such as the one presented in l'able 3, relative loss
]he tlllJl5 l{_ bo tlSetl for the Ic_ss function "units" can be assigned to each item _m the list. lhe

comp_nents art.', at this stage, not important. It "units" could be dollar valued and _pen ended (i.e.,
should be nc_ted, however, that, irrespective _}f the specify d(_llar or unit values of the w{}rth of tile
methc_d used during assessment, the I_ss function rewards associated with each itemized
must be translatable ultimately into the same units consequence), or an arbitrary nunlber _f dollars or

, _, ' ",t tic_n among theas the c_)st ()f sampling function, which, in general units could bes tcclflct fi)rdistribu
implie,', that the loss functi(_n must be translatable itemized consequences (e.g., distribute l,()()[) units

into m_metary unit.s, among the itemized consequences). Once the dollars
or units have been allocated, the ratic_ c_finterest can

Fhisappr_)achrelates_and_'directlv. Anumber be determined by surnn_ing, fi_r each incorrect

_f i_ther approaches are p_lssible, all of which are decision, the cost of the consequences {_fmaking the
Jlxnlific,_ti_u_s of this first apprtmch in that the end incorrect decision. The itemized c¢_n.sequencescan
result is a ratit_ of the t{_tal {:_.,,t c{}n.,,equen(:es {}f also be evaluated on a relative scale in a similar
making an inc_rrect clecisi_m. ]heseapproaches, manner to the method described ab_ve for the

however, depend upcm identifying qualitati\,ely all relative magnitude of the overall c_nsequences.
_)fthec_msequence>_fmakinganincorrectdecisi{m, That is, a seri,st.. _f gambles or l_tteries may, be
and applying, relative costs to th_.,,e omsequences, as prc,__.nted_s_that allow, through the ensuing convex
opp_sed t_ c_nsidering the overall c_st of combinati_ns, determination _f the relative

c_msequences ass_ciated with the making of an magnitudes of the individual c_,_sequen(es Once
inc_rrectdecisi_m, the relative magnitudes of the itemized

conseql._erwes are established, tteterminati_n of u
The c_msequences _t making incorrect screening and v is straightfi_rward.

assessment decisions that are important within the

I.ANI, I!R pro)gram are presented in fable 3. lhese A further alternative t() simply assigning relative
represent typical (()nsequences. Depending up()n magnitudes in terms of l()ss "units", whetherd()llar

the circumstances (_f the decisi()n at hand, there may valued ()r n_t, is t(_ perform a multi-attribute utility
be other c<_nsequ(,n(es, _r this list n_av be t(x_ analysis, which pr_vicle._ a m_,chanisrr] f<_r
d_tailed. C)fin_p_rtance is that theconscquencc_ of comparing c_nsequences that are evaluated in

making in(x_rrect decisions be listed so that a los> different units. For example, the health costs of a
functi_m can be assessed, false negative decision may be evaluatett in terms ¢_f

excess cancers, whereas the o_st {_f reperft}rrning a



study may be evaluated in terms of dollars. Multi- al., 1980, and was expanded to balanced multi-factor
attribute utility theory allows the relationship normal models in Laskey and Black, 1994. The
between these two factors to be developed explicitly, advantage of using the prior predictive distribution

is that questions can be asked in terms of future

Irrespective of the method used to assess the loss hypothetical observations of concentration levels,
function components, the net result is a valuation of rather than in terms of parameters that are statistical
the relative magnitudes of the consequences of artifacts. Once the prior predictive distribution has
making incorrect screening assessment decisions, been assessed, the one-to-one relationship between

prior distributions and prior predictive distributions
Development ofthePriorDistribution is used to fulfill the specifications of the prior

The likelihood function is represented as a distribution. In this case the prior predictive
binomial distribution with parameter (9. "Ihe basic distribution is based on a Beta-binomial distribution
form of the conjugate prior distribution to a (e.g., see Press, 1989), h¢ wc:_,cr, adjustments have to
binomial likelihood function is a Beta distribution, be made for the mixture distribution nature of the

The Beta di,;h'ibution, however, does not handle the prior distribution (see Equations 2). Equations 3
possibility that the probability of interest may be provide the specification ()f the prior predictive
zero, as spetlfnt!d in t-t1. Consequently, the full form distribution for the first future,, hypotlaetical
of the conjugate prior distribution for this problem is observation:

a mixture distribution; i.e., there is a prior 1_
probability that O :--(), an (_pposing probability that Pr( X = ()) = 1 - p + p-_ (3a)

,o,' I, Beta (_+[_6_)> (), and if (9 > o, then (9 is g \erxed by a

distributic)n. Equations 2 pn}vMea full functional Pr(X 1) i ) (_"= :-- ....... (3b)
specification c)f the [)rior probability density _+[:_
function: Su "'_'" -'ccessnve prior predictive distributions take the

same basic fi)rm with respect t(_ the parameter p,
Pr(O = ()) = (1 - p) (2a however the remaining cornpcments re'present 13eta-

binomial distributi(m c()mpc)nents f()r the, number of

Pr(O>())= p (2b) samples under c()nsiderati()n, t:(_r example,
l!quatitm 4 provides the appr(_priate specification f()r

where, for(9>(): n future, hyp(_thetical, ()bservati()ns (wkere the
r,lndom variable reprt,s('nting tht' sum ()f ,,,everal

,f(-)(.Olcx' [._)_ U((X + 1:_)Ou" ](l - 0)1_-1 c_bservatic)ns is labeled Yn):
(2<)

1--1" 15-+-i-1
l)r(}',,=())=l-t )+1 > , I (4)

[-_"Ihe first two} compone_ts of this functional i: I (y"+ [:_-t-i-1
specificati()n are _traightf(_rward. lhe third

c()mpcii_ellt prcwide._ a formul,I f()r generating the llw use of ,t c()njugate pr ()r "tistrit,utiiul implies

I_rc>b,lbility thilt the valtit, of (2)falls in a givell ral-lge, ih,lt the priit+abilities presenled ill til-lilaticii_s 3 dl-ld 4
dl'ld hence c¢)ml;_lett> ,t full .M_)d-_asticrt'presc'ntatit>l_ can be updated for coi_dition,iI future (_bservations
¢)f the possibh, values (if (0. The expected value of by simply upclating the pri()r parametc,rs usiflg the
this nli×iure di_tribuiioi-i is equivalent to! the results ()f the past observati(m._. "lh,tl i._, posterior

expi,cted \',iltlt, ()f the Beta distribution C()lnpollel'lt predictive distributioll._ are tlSl'tt. 11the comple×
adju._ied by the prc_bability l). Specificaticua of the ratio) (_f product term.,, in l{tlti,tlicil_ .1 i._labeled !1,,
pariii-i'lt?t(;rs ()f the prior distribution is rc'quirt'd it, therl t:{cltldliolls 5 anti Ib ttescribe the t>c)_ibilities:
fulfill this elt,menl {)t the l_ave._iall analysis (_t a

screening assessirieFit decision. ]'he problem with + + [tj _+#z

direct elicihltion <,f the prior distribution is that the Pr( X -: <)Y,,--<>) = I- 1,,,-t I',, {i-7[i-Z_ (5)prit)r disttibutic)l_ represents the stochastic proce>..,
g(wevning a random variable that has little intrinsic

meaning. "Ihe g()al c)f eliciting the prior distribution , pl I,
c()rr)ponent_, is t(_ present the elicitation problem in where, y, =
terms that f)i'esent n() cognitive difficulty t() the I-p-i-I)II,,
assessors. Hat' pri_)r predictive distributi(in provides

) __ (_+-,_ rprecisely the, lt_itlm that is required f()r thi.., Pr( .k"= ( )", v > ()) ........................... (6)
elicitati(_n ('xercist,. Use of the pri()r predictive (_.+ J_+ndistributit)n for elicitatic_n was intrt)duced for

ilormal reglt:'._sic)il miMel._ in the w(_rk ()f Kadane et



The probabilistic informational needs in order to used to reduce the effect of probabilistic incoherence
assess the prior predictive distribution are phrased are usually worthwhile.
in terms of the anticipated chances that future
observations will result in concentrations greater Irrespective of the actual method used to assess
than SALs. For example, questions to experts are the prior distribution, "over specification" (i.e.,

phrased as follows for a single constituent at a given providing more input than is minimally necessary)
PRS: is encouraged. Over specification allows an

evaluation for internal consistency, and provides a
What is the probability that the first sample will mechanism through which feedback can be offered
result in an observation with a concentration level to the pi_,bability assessors such that, as necessary,
that is less than theSAL? inpt_ts can be revised both to satisfy coherency

constraints, and to satisfy the constraints of the

What is the probability that the next sample will underlying Beta-binomial model.
result in an observation with a concentration level

that is less than the SAL, giw?n that two samples Development of the Cost of Sampling Function
3, " _Sthat had concentrations greater than the SAL 'Ihe cost of sampling function measure, the

herehave already been observed? incremental cost of taking one more sample. 3-" , ,
are several considerations that can be made when

A minimum of an answer to the first question, assessing the cost of sampling functicm in support of
and to two questions similar to the second question screening assessment decisi_ms within the LANI. El?,
is required to fulfill the model specifications, program. Costs associated with sampling include

Becatlse tl-le prior predictive distribution is sl_ecified the c_st> _f physically cc_llecting the sample,
by, three arguments (p, cz, and I_), at least three transpc_rting the sample t_ a chemical analytical
inputs are required. The above questions can be laboratory, and chemical analysis. For some
provided a statistical representation. If the prior ccmlponents of costing there will be an initial start
predictive distribution for a single observation up cost, and the cost of taking each successive
represents a random variabh., labeled X, then the sample may decrease, lrrespectivec_f the details,
first questi(m c()rresponds t(_ an elicitaticm t_l the the, c¢>i _f sampling ITIust b{' an in,'reasing, _r nl_n-
quantity l'r(X :::O). The second question corresponds decreasing, function of >anlple size. l:¢_r the
tc_an elicitation of the quantity l'r(X::()I Y2 = 2). f>urp¢_ses of this paper ,i linear cc_st ¢_f san-lf_ling

function isassurned. Ihe main missingcc_n_l_onent

Many variatitms on the specific details of these _t .such ,in approacl'_ is a .',tart up cc_st. However,
questilms are pc_ssible. The pnlbability of the next since the I_a>,esian ch.'sign _ptimi/.ati_w_ step relies ¢_rl
c_bservaticm recording a concentration value less minimizing with ic, t.c:ct t¢_the sarnph, size, start up
than the SAL could be asked given that one of the cost plays no rc/lein thec_ptimizaticm princess. It is
F,revi¢_us two observations recorded a value greater cualv the incremental cc_st c_fsamf_ling, t,xpressed as a
than the SAL, i.e., Pr(X - () I Y2 :: 1), _r the functit_n ¢_1san)ph: size, th,lt affects the _t-_timizatitu_

pr(_babilitv of the next observati_n recording a pr_ct,_lure.
concentrittic_n value greater ttaan the SAI. cc_uld be
asked given that all of the previc_us five observaticm.,, I he units ft_r the cost of san_plirlg functic_n must
recc)rded values that were less than the SAI., i.e., be the same as the units used fi_r the loss functicm

Pr(X :::() I Y5 :::5). components. 'l'he cost ¢_fsan_pling functi_n ar, d the
It_ss functi(_n will be balanced against _me. neither

An alternative apprcmch t¢_ detern'_ining pricer using tl-i_, t-,ricer probabilities and the expected
prcH-_abilities clirectly tl_r_ugh the Beta-binonaial pc_.',terior pr_l_abilities gi\'en all t:n_ssible fi_rms for
pricer predictive distribution, is to ask directly fc_r the data. C¢_nsequentlv, the c¢_st of sampling
information about expected concentrations, function and the loss functi_m must have the sarne
Questi_lns about quantiles ¢_f the anticipated prior unit.,,. As cc_st of sampling i.,, likely t¢_be given in
predictive concentration distributitm c,m be asked, dollar units, it is prc_bably advi.,,able to provide the
and the input can be translated into the_required loss function components as a dollar valued functiCm
elements of the I3eta-binomial distributic_n. There al.s¢_, althc_ugh this may have t¢_ be performed
are two reasons for requiring lewosets of inforrnaticm sc_mewhat surreptitiousl\' given stakeh¢_lders
t¢_get t¢_the same end point. The first is t_ compare reluctance tc_ascribe dollar \'alues t¢_certain p¢_ssible
methc_ds, both for ease of elicitation, and fi_r ((IFlll_(lll(_'l'lls {such as human live.<,,animal lives, etc.).

reas_nablene_s of the inputs t_ the m_dels; the,
s_'__!(ond is t¢_prcwide a probabilistic ctd-_erenc\' check tJptimizatiorl for Screening Assessment l)esign
on the input. I lumans are well krlown fi_r their Once the I_>s> functi_)n, pri_r pr{_babilit\'
fallibility in this area, i-in(] iiny meiht>d,s thai carl be tti,stributi_n, arid tc_st t_f sarrlpling functi_)n afe



assessed (and the form for the likelihood function is The first question to be answered c¢,ncerns the

specified), the next objective is to determine the number of samples required to overturn the
optimal sample size allocation, decision. This number may not, however, be the

optimal sample size. Although this number

The optimal sample size is determined by depends on the loss function specified, it also
balancing the expected loss at all sample sizes and depends on the prior probabilities. In general, as the
across all possible combinations of results for each prior probability of obtaining an observation that
sample size with the cost of taking that many records a concentration value greater than the SAL
samples, llae optimal sample size is determined by increases, the number of samples required to
choosing the sample size that minimizes the overturn the decision to propose further action
expected loss against the cost constraints (expected increases. However, if the prior probability is so
loss canbethoughtofastheh)ss function averaged great, ther_ there is a good chance that an
by the probability distribution) against the cost observation that records a concentration value
constraints. The expected loss approaches zero as greater than the SAL will occur before the requisite
more data is collected. Taking an "infinite" or large number of zero observations can occur. That is, the

sample, however, is cost prohibitive, whether in optimal sample size may, under these conditions, be
terms of dollars, time, or other resources. The substantially less than the number required to

balancing mechanism in the optimization process is overturn the decision.
the cost of sampling function. The optimization

process sums the expected I(_ss function, and the cost Before collecting any data, the expected losses,
of sampling function. Since the functions are based on the function parameters presented in the
increasing and decreasing, respectively, anlinimum pre\'iou_ sections, are represented by the I¢>>
exists to their functional sum. This minimum functi¢)n averaged by the prior pr_babilities. That is,

corresponds to the optimal number of samples, the expected loss under the decision to propose NFA
is z_p; and, the expected loss under the decision to

In terms of the concept of value of information, propose further action is u(1 - p). Consequently, the
the cost of taking an additional sample is compared optimal decision, at this stage, is the one for which
to its value. When the cost of taking an additional the expected loss is the least. That is, prop¢_seNl:A
sample outweighs the corresponding gain in value ifvl_ < u(l -p). After seeing data, the decisi{m is
of information, the OF_timal sample size has been made by considering a comparison of the competing
determined, expected losses as indicated in Equation 7 (where n

is the samph., size):
The role (_f the likelihood function in the

4, ,4'

¢_ptin_ization process is that it represents t'l>ts'U(1-1_t_) (7)
(hypothetical) data, and is used (continually) to
update the pricer distribution to the posterior Notice that if an (_bser\'ation with a recorded
distribution. Expected losses are incc_rporated in the concentration value greater than the SAI. (_ccur_,
_ptimizati(_n pr_cedure based on posterior then the posteric_r probability that (-) :_:(1 b(:ccmw_,
distributicu_s cc_rreslxu_ding t¢_ all possible sample zero. Consequently, the decision t_ propose further

sizes. Consequently, all four basic functicms in a action is uniformly optimal (assumingvisa p,_sitive
Bayesian analysis, loss, prior probability, cost of number), and does not depend cu-i the number _f
sampling, and likelihood, art: required in order to samples _r the cost _f sampling, t-lowever, ifallthe
determine the optimal sample size prior to collecting samples taken have c_mcentrati_n values that are

samples. 3he first three of these functions must be less than the SAl., then the decisi¢_n depends on the
specified in full fi_r the likelihood function the ratio givenas Equation 7. lheoptimal san]pie size,
functional form is all that is required prior t¢_ however, depends on the probabilities c_f the
c_dl_-ting data. competing decisi(_ns, the expected posteri_r h_sse._

ass_ciated with these decisions, and the cost _f

Where screening assessment decisions for a single sampling function. The term "decisicu-_ risk" i> often
(¢)nstituent at a given I'I<S are concerned, the applied t_) the averaging of the first t,,v() ()f these
_ptimization process can be portrayed in a series ¢_f factors, and the term "total risk" may be applied _nce
steps. The decision to pr_pose further action i._: the cost_fsamplingfuncti_misintr_tuced.
taken if a single observati¢x_ records a concentrati¢_n

value that is greater than the constituent's SAI.. 1o Equatit_n 7 can be .,,implified, ,,,inct, expansi_u_ _f
_werturn this decisi_ua requires a suitabh! number _f the [x_sterior pr_bal_ilities result> in cancellati_n _1
¢d:_servations that all rec_rd concentration values that den¢_minat_r terms, l.eaving the mathernatical
are less than the c¢)nstituent's SAI., with(_ut details aside, the decisi()n ri.sk a> a functi(_n t_l
rec¢_rding a single observation greater than the S/\I ,.



¢

sample sizes is given by Equation 8, where the value
denoted as m is the calculated number of samples An evaluation of the decision prior to seeing any
recorded with concentration values less than the data reveals that the decision to propose further
SAL that are required to overturn the decision, c is action should be selected. Specifically, vp is
the cost of taking a sample such that the linear approximately five times greater than u(1 -p). A
function c(n) = ot represents the cost of sampling as string of 10 consecutive observations with recorded
a function of the sample size, and r.r represents the concentrations less than the SAL are required to
total risk: overturn the decision (i.e., m = 10). The value of m is

determined by iteration on the expected loss

rT = _.'/_l-ln+m + nc (8) associated with successively greater numbers of
such c)bservations, until the expected loss associated

The cost of sampling function is, ch.'arly, astrictly with the decision to propose NFA becomes
increasing function, and since Fln+m is a strictly, dominant.
decreasing function of sample size, an optimal
sample size exists that minimizes the total risk. Once the value of m has been established, the

optimal sample size can be calculated. For the ratio

EXAMPI,E of v "c given above, the optimal sample size,

The following example focuses on the potential calculated by minimizing the total risk presented in
presence in soil, at a particular LANL I'RS, of a Equation 8, is three samples. That is, although 1()
single constituent, trinitrotoluene (TNT), at obsem, ations that record concentration values ()fless
concentraticw_ levels that are greater than "INT's soil than the SAI, are required to overturn the decisi(m,

•lze, based on the assessed loss
SAL of 40 parts per million (ppm). The particular the optimal sample, s" •
PRS ret'-_re,cnL-'s_ s an area that was formerly the site c_f function, pric)r probability distribution, and cost of
a laundry facility until the facility was demolished in sampling function is three samples. Allowing for
1956. The PRS is mildly suspected of containing, in the other inputs, this implies that the probability of
its soils, TNI at concentrations that are greater than observing a concentration value of greater than the
the SAI.. SAI_,is sufficiently high that collecting 10 samples is

n()t warranted.

"lYe respective h)ss function c()mp_)nents were
; assessed by, distributing 1,000 loss "units" to the DISCUSSION

Practical applicati()n ()f the procedure describedeight c(w_sequences of making an incorrect decisi()n
in this paper is in its infancy. Many pitfalls werethat are presented in Table 3. The relative

magnitude of v'u was ass(.ssct""',-Ias 7" 3. That is, encountered during initial impleinentati(w_. The
overall, the c()st of making an incc_rrcwl decision tc_ procedure was in-lplenmnted at approximately 2()
propose NFA is more than twice as ,great as the cost L,ANL I"RSs with mixed results. The greatest
of rnaking an incorrect decision to prc_pc_se furthc,r difficulty concernect satisfying unclerlying
action. lhec()sttt_reperformthestudywasassessed probability m_de] c()nstraints. It is difficult t()
at 175 ()f the 1,()()0available loss "units", an,.._,wa.'-,al_() determine exactly a probabilistic con_p()nent that

assessed at a cost ()f $7()(),()()0. By (7()ll"l])/:al'is(_l'l th(' may be at the r¢)()t ()f the problems; however, the
all()wable values ()f O:, _, and p are severelytotal cost of c()llecting a sample was assessed at
constrained by, the form of the likelihood/pric)r pair.$20,()()(). Consequently, the relative magnitudes ()f u,
The second two probabilities assessed in thev, andcarea..ss'tssed'_ at 60.140.1. llaec¢_st()ftaking

one sample can be , r,s,-! 1/I4() (_f the c(_st (_f example presented alh)w determinaticm of (_.and [_,cxp (._sf( as
r making aninc()rrectdecisi(mt()pr(_p()seNt:A, h()we\,er their valuaticms according t() th()se

probability inputs constrain Pr(X = ()) t() lie between

"l'he pr(_babilistic inputs were specified fc)r the_ 0.7 and 1.(). The difference between Pr(X = ()) and
probability of obtaining an observati()n with a Pr(X = () I YI == 1) is greater than the difference
concentration value ()f less than the SAL, i.e., Pr(X between Pr(X = 0 I Y1 = 1) and f'r(X = () I Y2 =-2).

()), followed by questi()ns ccmcerning the chang(, in The probability assessors were inclined to make far
pr()bability after ()bservi:G, hyp()theticallv, one, and greater changes in probability values than were
then two, observations that recorded concentration permissible according t()the underlying prc)babilistic

values that are greater than the SAI,. rhe fc)llowing model, often taking Pr(X = 0 I Y5 = 5) very close t()
probabilistic inputs were provided" Pr(X = ()) :: ().8; zero. Alth()ugh over specification was enc()uraged,
Pr(X :: ()IY1): ().55;and, Pr(X : 0 I Y2 • 2): ().45. the_ results were discouraging because of the

Using the equati()ns provided in the pre\,i_us insistence on such large changes in probability
sections, the folh_wing hyper parameter value,,, are value.-,.
generated' cz = 1.025; [3 = 2.475; and, 1_:- 28/41.



The model constraints proved to be very difficult uncertainty with which some of these inputs were
to satisfy, even though tile Beta distribution offers a provided by the assessors, concern about sensitivity
wide range of representations of uncertainty for a is understandable. Again, it may be a case of testing
proportion parameter. The conjugate prior the new theory sufficiently that users become i
distribution was chosen because of the mathematical accustomed to its requirements. It is too early to tell

tractability it affords, rather than because it fit the if this approach to design will prove to be a valuable

problem at hand. However, it was anticipated that it addition to the tools that statisticians have at their
should, at least, prove to be a reasonable choice. The disposal. As with many innovations, it may take
simplicity of the model used may also have time to work ()tit the kinks, but the potential
exacerbated any potential problems. A simple advantages of using the Bayesian approach in the
model was chosen for this initial step. For example, DQC) prc_cess will be of great benefit to decisi¢ln
the loss functi¢_n is specified by a single ratio; the makers who require a rational and ctefensible basis

next step should incorporate a function of O for the for their oh(rice,, of decisicm actions.
consequences of incorrectly c-leciding to propose
NFA. Also, the independel_ce assumptions included ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
in the mi_del probably do not apply to the PRSs This work was supported by Ccmtract # 9-X62-
co_sidered. In general, there is considerable expert Z5531-1 with the Los Alamos Naticmal l_aborat¢lrv.
knowledge of the LANL PRSs, some of which The authors are grateful to Elizabeth Kelly, Calvin
indicates that a correlational structure should be Marteli and Brad Martin for their supp(_rt of this

imp¢_sed on the model for these sites, work.

t'in,lllv, the difficulties mav have ari.,,erl because I¢.I:.FF.III(NCt-S
(_f the lack of familiarity with the process. Certainly lJerger, j.O., Statistic(ti l)ecisi(in Tl-i(,or)/_Dn_]l_,t),esial-I
this approach to sample design would not be Analysis, 2nd Ed., Springer-Verhtg, New York,
familiar to most of the domain experts called upon 1985.

t¢_provide expert judgments. Many of the domain Black, P.K., Bayesian Hypoti-i(,sis lesting ¢_f a
experts were not trairled in the aspects of probability Binclmial l'roporti(ln of Zer¢l, in preparation, 19ct4.
that were important for this task. Also, there is a Dt,(]r(_(it, M.tt., (Optinaal Statistical l)ecisi¢_n_.,
great deal i_f literature in the field of cognitive McGraw-ltill, New York, 197().
t_sychi>logy tel suggest that hurllans are l'l()t very El'A, _-_¢_st,d StlblLTALr.t=¢_c)f4()CFI,_ 2i'_4 lt.lcll).
capable when it comes to practicing tl-le normatiw,' Kadal-le, J.B., Dickey, J.M., Winkler, R.I.., Smith,
art c_f pr¢_babilistic assessment (e.g., Kahneman, W.S., and I_eters, S.C., Interactive lilicitation ¢_f
Sltwic, and I versky, 1982). C)pii_li¢ll-ifi_r a Normal l_.inear M¢Mel, _ilal l!f

the Anlt'ricarl Statistical ,%_ciei¥,ZS,(372), pp. 845-
A further set of difficulties was erlcountered 854,198().

during performance of sensitivity analyses. The Kahneman, I)., Slovic, P., and "I'versk\', A., J.t_td_gment
pr¢_ce_s,/t_pears t_ be highly sensitive til a number of ul-Icter Uncertaint)_. I teuristic.,, and Biase_,
the input p,_rameters. This is eviclent, in part, from Cambrid__,,eUniversity Press,Canlbritlge, 1982
tl_e t_revi<lu_ discussion. If the l_¢lssible values of o., l.a.<>key,K.IT,.,and 17lack, I>.K., l>reLti<live t_licitatitu_l
[_J,and 1,' are _c/COllstrainecl, then they are also likely for [3ayt,._ianM(idel.,, (if Mi.llti-l:act()r ]!xperim(.'nt._,
to be sensitive to changes ii-i the input values. .<;ubmitted to the J.tlurrlal of the American
Furtherm¢_re, changes in the values of o., _, and I_ Statihtical S¢_ciety,1994.
have a significant effect tin the generated value (if m. I>ress, S.J., [Za__)z,_sianStatistic<_: l>rincil2_le%_Models
]he v,tlue ¢>f m is also severely influenced by and A|_21_ca_tiCms,JotmWiley, NewY¢_rk, 1989.
changes in the I¢lss function parameter values. In Savage, l..J., Ihel:¢_ur_dati¢ms¢_fStatistics, 2nd Ed.,
thi,_ examl_le, if the ratio of the losses changed from 7 l)_ver l>ublications, New Y¢lrk, 1972.
: 3 t¢_4 : 1, then the value of m would change to six;
alternatively if the ratio changed tel 3 : 2, then the
value¢_f nl w¢_uld be 16. A much greater lack (if
sensitivity is demonstrated by the cost of sampling
functi¢_n, which may be the hardest input to elicit
because it h,ls to framed in the same units as the loss

functi¢_n. The ratio used in the example¢lf_,:cwas
14() : 1, which generated an ¢_ptirnal sample size (if
threewa,_t-,r¢_ducect. If this rati_ is changed to 280:

than 4e_ to ine;l, thell the _t_timal _ample _ize _ . I-i
alternatively, if the rati¢_is changed t¢_7C): 1, the.n the
optimal <-imple ,size is zei'_. Considering the






